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Defining and Sustaining a Values-Based Culture 

 ACTIVITY for Episode 7 – MEASURE  
 

Via an Intentional Culture Plan, you have now defined the standards by which you can assess the 
consistent application of the values of the organization. As a result, you should minimize the degree of 
hypocrisy, which is rarely malicious or intentional, that tends to destroy engagement in organizations. As 
a result, you should see both improved engagement and enhanced business results.  
 
How will you know? The graphic below and the bullets that follow summarize an approach to assess the 
impact of your culture over time.  
 

 
1. Measure Culture and Monitor Hypocrisy 

• Create a survey that lists each right-to-play value, core value, and ritual. For each statement, ask 
respondents to assess the frequency that the value or ritual is demonstrated within the team or 
organization on a five-point scale (almost never, seldom, sometimes, often, & almost always). 

• Depending upon the size of the team or organization consider assessing each value and rituals 
twice. Include one statement assessing the respondent’s perception of their colleague’s application 
of the values and rituals and a second assessing the respondent’s perception of their supervisor’s 
application of the values and rituals. 

• Issue the survey once to establish a baseline result and repeat the survey every six to 12 months. 
Implement corrective action plans to address areas where hypocrisy exists. 

2. Measure Engagement and Key Business Metrics 

• If your team or organization already measures employee engagement, there is no need to change 
anything. Simply continue to track engagement scores over time. If you do not, we encourage you 
to adopt a simple engagement survey that you employ on a similar schedule to the culture survey. 
There are plenty of great examples including a free survey from SurveyMonkey. 

• Make a list of key metrics that your team or organization already uses to assess the impact or 
desired results of the business. Again, there is no need to change that which you may already 
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Example Methods and/or Tools

Example Outputs

1. Translate values, behaviors, and rituals statements into a simple frequency 
survey (or adapt existing surveys).

2. Track history of  culture assessments and correlation to an engagement survey 
and business metrics (e.g. retention, customer sat., revenue, quality, etc.)

3. Leverage survey results to measure the degree of  hypocrisy and to adapt 
training, coaching, and communications as necessary.
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measure. However, if you do not currently track business measures, we encourage you to identify 
at least three Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that are clear predictors or indicators of desired 
business results. 

3. Track and Correlate Culture to Engagement and Business Metrics 

• Create a simple table or spreadsheet that tracks the culture and engagement survey scores, as well 
as key business metrics, over time. (See template below.) 

• Color code the culture and engagement survey results to visually depict the status over time. The 
following list provides an example for consideration based upon a five-point scale for each. 

o Green  – 4.25 to 5.0 
o Yellow  –  >3.5 and <4.25 
o Red  – < 3.5 

• Create similar color-coding criteria for your business metrics. This will vary by metric depending 
upon the organization’s goals and criteria for success. For example: 

o Retention – perhaps 92% or higher is “green.” 85% to 92% is “yellow.” And below 85% 
is “red.” 

o Revenue – Perhaps greater than 8% growth each year is “green.” 2% to 8% is “yellow.” 
And anything below 2% is “red.” 
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4. Respond/Adapt to the Findings 
 
At CEEK, we believe that an engaged workforce (measured by the 
engagement scores) is fertile ground for a successful business (measured 
by the business metrics). And we believe that the reverse is also true. A 
successful business is fertile ground for an engaged workforce. An 
intentional, values-based culture is the glue between the two. 
 
We encourage to measure and monitor the impact of your culture over 
time. If you see business results or engagement scores dipping, look for 
correlations to your culture survey scores. Address areas of deficiency 
via enhanced communications, training, and coaching. And if your 
culture scores remain high through periods of adverse business results, 
trust the process. As your professed values align with demonstrated behaviors (indicative of high culture 
survey scores), you will improve the engagement of your team and the business results over time. 

 
Email info@ceekllc.com for further guidance or support to develop your Intentional Culture Plan. 


